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Blending fast-paced military science fiction and space opera, the first volume in a dynamic
trilogy from the New York Times bestselling author of The Praxis, set in the universe of his
popular and critically acclaimed Dread Empire’s Fall series—a tale of blood, courage, adventure
and battle in which the fate of an empire rests in the hands of a cadre of desperate exiles.It’s
been seven years since the end of the Naxid War. Sidelined for their unorthodox tactics by a
rigid, tradition-bound military establishment, Captain Gareth Martinez and Captain the Lady Sula
are stewing in exile, frustrated and impatient to exercise the effective and lethal skills they were
born to use in fighting the enemy.Yet after the ramshackle empire left by the Shaa conquerors is
shaken by a series of hammer blows that threaten the foundations of the commonwealth, the
result is a war that no one planned, no one expected, and no one knows how to end.Now,
Martinez, Sula, and their confederate Nikki Severin must escape the clutches of their enemies,
rally the disorganized elements of the fleet, and somehow restore the fragile peace—or face
annihilation at the hands of a vastly superior force.
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journalist.PrologueThe wind coming down from the glacier seemed to cut right through Lord
Mehrang’s Devajjo-fur coat. Ice crystals stung his cheek. He moved heavily across the tundra
and gestured for Lieutenant-Captain Lord Naaz Vijana to follow. The young officer climbed out of
the VTOL craft, and surprise showed on his face as he encountered the full force of the freezing
wind. He pulled up the collar of his viridian-green Fleet greatcoat, then jammed his cap far down
his forehead, partly for warmth, partly to keep the cap from flying away.Mehrang adjusted his
hood to keep the ice crystals away from his face. A hot exhaust port on the aircraft gave a
metallic ping as it cooled.When Vijana joined him, Lord Mehrang raised his mittened hand and
gestured to the camp huddled next to the long lake below the glacier. “There they are,” he said.
“The true lords of this world.”Hide tents seemed to crouch before the wind. Hundreds of shaggy
brown cattle drank from the lake or grazed on the mosses and grasses. Humanoids, equally
shaggy, walked among the tents and the cattle.“Extraordinary color,” said Vijana. The lake was
teal green and laced with silver as the wind tore at its surface.“It’s rock flour from the glacier,” he
said. “Changes the way the water refracts. You can look up the science later, if you’re interested.”
Lord Mehrang had not brought Vijana here to discuss the color of lakes.“I will, my lord, thank
you.”Vijana had a cunning, pointed face, caramel skin, bright, alert black eyes, and a pencil
mustache that Mehrang considered unfortunate. Lord Mehrang knew that Vijana also had a
gambling habit, little or no patronage in the Fleet, and no hope of promotion. Vijana had only
managed a promotion to lieutenant-captain because of a need for officers during the war, but
now the war was long over, and Vijana’s career had stalled. Not only was he in debt and with no
chance of advancement, but his little frigate had been stationed here at Esley, a world as sad
and pathetic as his own hopes.Lord Mehrang shifted his large, heavy body and began his trudge



toward the camp. “Glaciers cover almost a quarter of the planet’s surface,” he said. “And nearly
half of what’s left is reserved for the Yormaks.” He gestured toward the camp in disgust. “There
are only a couple hundred thousand of them, and they get half a world!”And between the frigid,
dry climate and the Yormak reserves, there wasn’t a lot of room left for settlers, or—more
importantly—developing a proper economy. Only forty-six million people had settled the planet
under Clan Mehrang’s patronage, and it was hard for the current lord to scrape his proper share
from the scant profits. Of all those Peers who served as patrons to settled worlds, he was by far
the poorest. His family could barely afford a third-rate palace in Zanshaa High City, and no
Mehrang had ever been co-opted into the Convocation. It was a situation that filled him with
fury.“And it doesn’t have to be like this! My family drew up plans generations ago,” he said. “Seed
lampblack over the glaciers to reduce the planet’s albedo, as well as absorb heat to melt the ice.
Giant mirrors put in space to reflect even more light and heat onto the planet to speed the
process. The consultants say we’d have a green, warm world in under thirty years. Even if that’s
too optimistic, we can still manage it in under fifty. But generation after generation, century after
century, the government on Zanshaa has turned down our every application.”“That’s a shame,
my lord,” said Vijana. He shivered as the wind blasted down his neck, and with a gloved hand he
drew his collar closer around his throat. “This place could certainly be warmer.”“And it’s all
because of them,” Mehrang said, pointing again at the camp. “It’s all because of the
Yormaks.”Esley had been discovered eighteen hundred years before, along with the humanoid
Yormaks, tool-using natives who followed their herds of cattle from one pastureland to the next.
When the then Lady Mehrang was first appointed patron of the new world, she must have been
skipping with joy. She would settle this world, adjust its climate, take a piece of every profitable
enterprise, and raise the Yormaks to become full citizens of the empire, subject only to the will of
the conquering Shaa. After all, races such as the Naxids and the Torminel had been advanced
from a primitive state and were now obedient, productive citizens.Except it had all gone wrong.
The Yormaks ignored Lady Mehrang and her settlers and would only pay attention if they were
somehow compelled. They were disinclined to learn the language of the Shaa, and again used it
only under compulsion. Further, they never tried to teach the newcomers their own language,
and it was only learned by dedicated researchers who followed them over the frigid world,
recorded their speech, and made educated guesses as to what the words meant. When
provided with useful technology—wagons or sleds, modern stoves, simple tools—the Yormaks
simply abandoned them on the tundra and continued using the crude implements they crafted
themselves.Lady Mehrang tried to find the dominant personalities in each band, appointed them
chieftains over each group, and tried to use these to control the native population, but the
chieftains were uninterested in being in charge of anything, and they refused to participate in any
of Lady Mehrang’s schemes for advancing them. When Lady Mehrang separated Yormaks from
their families and herds in order to subject them to a concentrated education in modern
civilization, they had simply lain down, stopped eating, wasted away, and died.Delegations of
chieftains had been sent to the capital at Zanshaa so that the Shaa could explain to them their



responsibilities under the Praxis, but the first group wasted away before the Great Masters could
even see them. Subsequent delegations were better supervised and had a lower mortality rate,
but all they did was stand listlessly and ask to go home.Eventually even the Shaa were forced to
concede defeat. They announced that they had granted the Yormaks’ petition to live on their
home world, and they subsequently made arrangements for them to continue their traditional life.
Enormous tracts of land were reserved for them along their established migration routes, and a
branch of the Ministry of Forestry and Fisheries was dedicated to studying the Yormaks,
protecting their way of life, and mitigating any conflict with Esley’s new settlers.“All because the
Shaa could never admit they’d made a mistake,” said Lord Mehrang. “They misclassified the
Yormaks as people, when in fact they’re just clever animals.”Vijana didn’t reply, as by this point
they were walking through the herd of cattle, and he was eying them nervously. An adult bull or
cow stood as high as Vijana at the shoulder, and its massive, shaggy head alone probably
outweighed him. Vijana was treading cautiously past one of the animals, a vast gray-backed
creature, and when the animal turned its head to view him with all its four eyes, Vijana nearly
jumped out of his skin.“They’re harmless,” Lord Mehrang said. “They might step on you by
accident, but they won’t deliberately do you harm.” One cow loomed up in front of him, walking
on enormous spade-shaped feet that were used to dig through winter snow to find grasses. “Just
prod them out of the way,” Mehrang said, and did exactly that. The cow moved without any sense
of resentment.The animals’ smell was overpowering, and the scent seemed somehow to clot at
the back of Lord Mehrang’s throat: he hawked and spat.They walked around the cow and came
face-to-face with a Yormak. It was built like a short, stocky human, but with a leathery muzzle full
of yellow teeth and four eyes distributed evenly around the circumference of its head. The
Yormak was covered in long brown fur, and it wore a shaggy coat made from the pelt of one of
the cattle. Over one shoulder was a leather strap from which dangled a furry leather bag. A
handmade wooden tool was carried in one three-fingered hand.The Yormak and the two Terrans
gazed at one another for a few seconds, and then the Yormak, without changing expression,
altered course to walk around Lord Mehrang. Mehrang took a step to block the Yormak’s path.
The Yormak altered course again, and again Lord Mehrang blocked it. The Yormak gave a kind
of sneeze from slitted nostrils, then stood completely still. This time it waited for Mehrang and
Vijana to move out of its way and then walked past them, again without acknowledging their
existence. It paused, then used the tool to scoop up a patty of cattle dung and dump it in its furry
sack.“They burn dung for fuel,” Mehrang said in disgust. “We give them stoves, but . . .” He waved
a hand helplessly.“Burning dung?” said Vijana. “That would account for the smell.”Mehrang
walked on in the direction of a drumlin, a glacial-formed ridge running parallel to the lake. “And
that scoop it carried?” he said. “The design hasn’t changed in millennia. All their tools, the
clothes, the tents . . . it’s all identical as far back as we can go through the archaeological record.
Eighty thousand years, they’ve been making the exact same spear point, the same cattle goads,
the same snowshoes, the same cradleboards for their young.”The smell had caught in his throat
again, and again he spat. “They don’t evolve. They’re a dead end.” He made a broad gesture that



encompassed the entire world of Esley. “The Praxis is all about evolution. When we encounter a
new world, we import new plants, new crops, new animals, and let them all compete with the
native life-forms. The best life-form wins. Except we can’t do it here.” Disgust welled in him. “Even
if we started absolutely level, with the same primitive technology, in a hundred years any of the
other species under the Praxis would outcompete the Yormaks. They’d be extinct.”Vijana
shivered in his greatcoat. “I might be extinct if I stay out here much longer.”Mehrang ignored the
complaint and strode on through the camp, into the smoke of the dung fires and the stink of
hides and unwashed bodies, past the Yormaks, who barely glanced at him. He came to a kind of
cove carved into the flank of the drumlin and paused to watch a group of Yormaks sitting or
kneeling there. Before them was a natural shelf on which sat some objects—stones, a bundle of
twigs wrapped with grassy twine, the shoulder bone of some creature with glyphs carved into it.
One of the Yormaks was holding another object—some sticks lashed together with rawhide into
a kind of asterisk shape, with stones and bits of bone tied to it all with strands of sinew. The
Yormak was speaking rapidly, apparently to the thing itself, with other Yormaks chiming in, as if in
agreement, or offering further clarification.It was the most animated, Mehrang thought, that he’d
ever seen these creatures.Vijana seemed bewildered. “What are they doing?” he asked.“It’s
classified as ‘undefined ritual behavior,’” Mehrang said. “But it sure looks like religion to
me.”“Religion?” Vijana was appalled.“They’re calling on these things—these fetishes—for some
kind of supernatural aid.” Mehrang spat again. “This is a shrine, except you can’t get the
government to admit that. Officially, these aren’t gods or fetishes, they’re ‘traditional ritual objects
of uncertain utility.’” He laughed. “What kind of lawyer gibberish is that? They’re bending over
backwards not to see what’s happening right in front of us.”Vijana was confused. “But if it’s
actually religion—” He shook his head. “Well, that can’t be, right? Because if it were—”“If you or I
practiced religion openly,” Lord Mehrang said, “we’d be arrested and very possibly executed.” He
flapped a hand at the Yormaks. “But these—creatures—are allowed to flout the Praxis in the
most egregious way. Explain to me how that’s even possible!”Vijana spread his hands. “I’m in the
Fleet,” he said. “All manner of orders are given that I’m obliged to carry out, whether they make
sense or not.”“You understand, then.” Lord Mehrang nodded. “Someone decided ages ago that
the Yormaks were going to be protected, and now they’re protected no matter what madness
they do.” He stepped closer to Vijana, looming over the younger, smaller man. “The only way that
would change,” he said, “is if the Yormaks rebelled.”“Rebelled?” Vijana was dubious. “Why would
they rebel? They seem to have everything exactly the way they want it.”Lord Mehrang took
Vijana by the arm. “Let’s not go into that right now,” he said. “Let’s just assume that the Yormaks
rebel for whatever reason gets into their thick heads. What would you do if the lord governor
asked for your assistance to end a revolt? How would you do it?”Vijana considered this and
spoke through lips blue with the cold. “Firing antimatter missiles from orbit would be far too
destructive. Still, Yormaks would best be attacked from the air, I imagine. Arm aircraft with
automatic weapons.” His brows knit. “How many aircraft do you have on Esley?”“The
administration has been generous with licenses. There’s such a lack of infrastructure on my poor



planet that aircraft are necessary to knit the settlements together.”“And weapons?”“We’d have to
make most of them, but we have enough industrial capacity to turn out what we’d need in short
order.”“Bombs? Incendiaries?”Lord Mehrang smiled. “Entirely within our capacity.”Calculations
flickered across Vijana’s face. He seemed wholly absorbed in the problem. “How dependent are
the Yormaks on their cattle?”“Completely. For food, clothing, shelter, bone for tools, and dung for
their fires.”“Yormaks might be able to hide, I suppose, but they can’t hide whole cattle herds.” He
looked up in query. “Kill the cattle, and the Yormaks will starve?”“They fish and hunt, but they
won’t survive on that alone, not in this climate.”“Well then. Just mow the cattle down, along with
any Yormaks we find. Either way the rebels die.”Lord Mehrang gave a satisfied smile. “Let’s say
you take command of suppressing the rebellion. How far away is your nearest superior?”“I’m an
independent command, so I report directly to the Commandery on Zanshaa. If they detailed
someone from the Home Fleet to supervise me, it would be at least three months before he
arrived. But more likely they’d order a squadron out from the Fourth Fleet at Harzapid, and that’s
six to eight weeks out, depending on how soon they could leave and how many gravities their
commander piles on to get here. Since it’s a chance to command in the suppression of a revolt,
they’d almost certainly be here sooner rather than later.”“It sounds as if someone would want to
steal your credit for suppressing the rebels.”Vijana shrugged. “It’s the Fleet, my lord. You’d be
surprised how often the credit goes where it doesn’t belong.”“Your possible supersession
concerns me.” Mehrang patted Vijana on the arm. “If anything as regrettable as a rebellion were
to occur, I would have to make certain that you received proper credit for a successful action. A
promotion, decorations . . .”“Beg pardon, my lord. But these are not within your purview.”Mehrang
straightened. “I am not without influence. I am patron to an entire world, and my own patron is
Lord Convocate Mondi, on the Fleet Control Board. Which is in charge of decorations and
promotions.”“Mondi is most influential,” Vijana agreed.“And of course Esley itself would express
its appreciation. There would be cash rewards, and grants of land. Choice grants, too, taken from
the Yormak reserves, and full of resources, or perhaps in strategic locations certain to be
developed within your lifetime. You would be patron to a city, perhaps more than one.”Vijana
smiled. “A gratifying picture, my lord. But of course there is no rebellion, and the lord governor
has not summoned me to his aid.”“The lord governor is my cousin. We agree on many
matters.”Vijana’s thin little mustache twitched. “And the rebellion? The Yormaks have no
reputation for violence.”Mehrang smiled. “Watch,” he said. He turned and walked into the midst of
the dialogue between the Yormaks and their totem, and then he snatched the talisman from the
hand of the speaker and brandished it high above his head. The Yormaks yelped in surprise, or
gave deep coughs of apparent disgust, then sprang to their feet and clustered around Mehrang,
all of them shouting, or howling in warning. Some snatched stone knives from their belts or
brandished other implements. Alarmed by the threats and the noise, Vijana patted his greatcoat
for a weapon he knew was not there.Just as the howling peaked, just as it seemed the Yormaks
were about to tear Lord Mehrang limb from limb, he returned the totem to the Yormak who had
been holding it. The shouts and shrieks died away almost to nothing. After patting the creature



and speaking soothing words, Lord Mehrang left the group and returned to Vijana. The Yormaks
resumed their dialogue with the talisman as if nothing had happened.“See?” Mehrang said.
“Those fetishes are the only things they really seem to care about. It’s not hard to get them
stirred up.”Vijana nodded. “I’m impressed, my lord. Impressed by all the . . .” He hesitated. “The
planning you’ve put into this.”Mehrang took Vijana’s arm again and steered him out of the camp.
“Shall we go to some warm place and have a drink?” he said. “We should give further thought to
your future.”“I should like nothing better, my lord,” said Vijana. They walked through the herd
again, then up the slope toward Mehrang’s aircraft. Vijana flapped his arms for warmth. He gave
Mehrang a thoughtful look.“It would be better if the rebellion happened in winter. You could track
the Yormaks through the snow.”Mehrang nodded. “I’ll bear that in mind.”“Have you ever
considered fuel-air explosives? If we could get them built, they’d wipe out a whole herd of cattle
at a single go, along with any Yormaks in company.”Lord Mehrang smiled even as the cutting
wind blew sharp ice crystals into his face. “You’ll have to tell me all about them, Lieutenant-
Captain,” he said. “They sound most useful.”The first videos of the rebellion were jittery and
incomplete and were supposed to have been shot by the employees of Forestry and Fisheries
assigned to supervise and protect the Yormaks. They showed a howling mob of Yormaks
brandishing weapons, and over the soundtrack you could hear the custodians shouting in alarm
before the video abruptly cut off. Some of the videos ended with the thud of blows, or the
screams of wounded.Rescue parties found only the bodies of the custodians, beaten and
stabbed with primitive weapons, and lying adjacent to the camps of the Yormaks, who by now
were showing no interest whatever.The scenes hadn’t been difficult to arrange. There were
plenty of people on Esley who hated the Yormaks and their guardians both, and Lord Mehrang
had been careful to encourage and reward that hatred.The videos provided enough evidence for
the lord governor to declare the Yormaks in a state of rebellion, and to call for assistance from
the Fleet. Police forces descended on the remaining guardians, rounded them up, and escorted
them to the towns, where they would be safe.Along the way, the police killed any Yormaks they
encountered.The governor also called for volunteers to form a militia, and within days well-
armed hunters were speeding out onto the winter tundra in their tracked snow machines,
following the trails of the herds.A few weeks later, the fuel-air explosives began to prove their
worth.Lord Mehrang amused himself with the thought of the last few Yormaks being rounded up
to live in zoos. Though he very much doubted that, once confined, they would long
survive.Chapter 1Lord Chen, wearing the wine-red coat of a convocate, walked among the
purple lu-doi blossoms in his courtyard. The spring day was unseasonably hot and sultry, and he
felt prickles of sweat beneath his collar.Around him on all four sides loomed the tall Nayanid-
style gables of the Chen Palace, the center of the power, money, privilege, and duty that had
surrounded Maurice Chen from the hour of his birth. A tangible reminder of his status, his
importance, and his position within the empire.Gravel crunched beneath his mirror-polished
shoes. The beige stone of the palace glowed in the bright sun. Birds called from overhead. The
heavy, sweet scent of the flowers oppressed him.He rehearsed his arguments in his head. Then



he rehearsed them again.Lord Chen approached a bronze statue of a maiden wearing an
elaborate, formal gown of a fashion that had gone out of style a millennium ago. Near the statue
was an old Lai-own servant with a tray, laying out the refreshments Chen had ordered: a pot of
tea with two cups, alongside a dish of muffins, pastries, and sweets.Suddenly Chen felt the need
for something stronger.“Bring me mig brandy,” he said.The Lai-own bowed, his feathery hair
waving in the spring air. “Do you wish me to bring the bottle, my lord?”Lord Chen fought
impatience. Did the creature think he’d be swigging a whole bottle of brandy in his garden, in the
middle of the afternoon?“Bring it to me in a glass.”“Right away, my lord.”The servant brought him
the drink on a salver, and Lord Chen tossed it off in a single gulp. A pleasing fire coursed its way
down his gullet. He returned the glass to the salver and looked up to see his daughter, Terza,
approaching from amid the blossoms.Terza seemed to float over the path in an air of unhurried
tranquility. On the sunny, sultry day she wore a lacy white summer dress that contrasted with the
long black river of hair that fell past her shoulders. Her expression was serene without being
insipid, her almond eyes acute without being intrusive.Besides which, she was quite frankly
beautiful. Because, Lord Chen thought, she was a Chen—the product of millennia of breeding,
of education, of taste, now gliding toward him through the palace garden of her ancestors.She
looked at the glass he’d placed on the salver. “It is a hard day?” she asked.Not yet, he thought.
But he gestured with one hand in an equivocal way. “Not worth discussing,” he said. “You weren’t
at the Ministry today?”Terza held a post in the Ministry of Right and Dominion, the civilian
bureaucracy that served the Fleet. If she’d come from work, she’d have worn the brown tunic of a
civil servant.“I did some work from home,” she said. She was not only a high-ranking official but a
high-ranking Peer, and there was little pressure to spend time in the office.The servant drew a
chair back from the small table and offered it to Terza, and she thanked him and seated herself.
Then the Lai-own helped Chen to his seat.“I have tea,” he said. “Unless you’d prefer something
stronger.”“Tea would be lovely.”The servant poured. A rich, smoky odor filled the air, the scent of
the first cutting from the family tea plantation in the To-bai-to Highlands. Terza opened a napkin,
and the fine linen wafted over her lap.“Thank you, Tarn-na,” Chen said, and the servant ambled
back into the house.“How is Mother?” Terza asked.“I’ve heard no complaints from Sandama,”
Chen said, “so I suppose she’s doing well.”She cocked her head and looked at him. “Are you
lonely?”He was, actually, and had been for years, ever since his wife had left Zanshaa rather
than live with the family tragedy. But he smiled and took her hand. “Not as long as you’re
here.”Terza smiled and squeezed his hand. “And you have grandchildren to keep you young.”The
grandchildren, he thought. Who are part of the problem. But he smiled again.“Yes. And I have the
affairs of the clan to keep me busy,” he said. “I had a meeting with the directors just this
morning.”She withdrew her hand and took a cup of tea. “Good news?”“Better than good,” Chen
said. “Our businesses are reaping record profits. Particularly shipping.”She nodded. “Yes. Of
course.”“We are completely free of debt and obligation. We own the ships outright, and we own
much of the cargo. We—”He was interrupted by blaring music, trumpets of some sort, that
floated over the Nayanid gables. He looked up and scowled.“What’s that?” Terza asked, as the



fanfare was joined by what sounded like kettledrums.“Cosgrove the financier,” Chen said. “Our
new neighbor. His children and their friends have some kind of . . . brass band . . . and they
rehearse at every hour of the day.”Cymbals crashed. Birds rose alarmed into the sky.“Oh, they
are unspeakable,” Chen continued. “They throw enormous parties that disturb the entire
neighborhood. The other night they all spilled out into the street and began a game of
zephyrball, outside and in the middle of the night. We were lucky any of our windows
survived.”The music came to a clattering, stuttering halt. Then started all over again, more
discordant, but with even more enthusiasm.“It might be different if they could actually play,” Chen
said.“Is this the Cosgrove from Hy-Oso?” Terza asked. “Shipping and finance?”“And gold. He’s
got some kind of corner on those gold-bearing seaweeds they have there.” He grimaced.
“They’re new. Like so many of the people I see in Zanshaa these days.”Terza took a bite of
pastry, dabbed with her napkin at the corner of her mouth.“The war made some people rich,” she
said delicately.“All the wrong people, if you ask me.”She smiled. “You were just telling me how
wealthy we are.”“We didn’t profit from the war,” Chen said. “We almost lost everything. But with
the years of peace, we’ve finally worked our way out from under.”From under your in-laws, he
thought.From their earliest days in the Hone Reach, the Chen family had always been strong in
shipping, but the outbreak of the Naxid War had been a disaster. A significant number of Chen
ships had found themselves in parts of the empire controlled by the Naxid rebels and had been
confiscated by the enemy. Loyalist ships had wiped out many of these in raids, and the Naxid
rebels had used the survivors so hard that they all needed refitting. Others were cut off in remote
areas where they could only sit in dock and await the end of the war.Other Chen assets had
been similarly compromised. Clan Chen had been facing ruin, until Lord Roland Martinez had
approached him with a business arrangement. The Martinez clan would rent all his cargo ships,
even the ones cut off or in enemy hands, for a period of five years. In return, Lord Roland
expected Chen to steer military contracts his way, favors that Lord Chen—a member of the Fleet
Control Board—was in a good position to grant.Lord Chen had no problem shifting government
business toward his financial savior. Trading favors was a long-established element of the
system by which the Convocation, the Peers, and the empire itself functioned. Clan Martinez
was ridiculously rich even by Chen standards, and they were useful allies. All had worked out
well for Chen until Lord Roland turned up at the Chen Palace one morning with a demand—
Roland Martinez wanted his daughter.Not for himself, but for his younger brother, Gareth. Who
was, admittedly, a clever man and a hero of the war, but who was still a Martinez. A provincial
Peer from the distant world of Laredo, with a ghastly backwater accent that all the training in the
world had not polished from his palate.Laredo had not been settled—had not even been
discovered—when the Chen Palace first rose in Zanshaa’s High City. What right had this clan of
arrivistes to demand a Chen—and not only a Chen, but the Chen heir?In vain Lord Chen argued
against the match. Terza barely knew Lord Gareth Martinez, he explained. She had only recently
lost her fiancé in battle, her mourning period should be respected. The war had unsettled
everything, perhaps they could discuss the young couple’s future after the peace . . .But Roland



had beaten him down with the simplest of arguments: Clan Chen would take Gareth Martinez, or
Clan Chen could go down to ruin.And so Lord Chen had given—had sold—his daughter. His
wife had been so mortified by the match that she’d left Zanshaa permanently and now traveled
aimlessly from one world to the next, visiting old friends and relations and spending months at a
time at spas and exclusive resorts. Spending Chen’s money, or, as if adding insult to injury,
sometimes the money that Clan Martinez had loaned him.Terza, still wearing in her hair the
white mourning threads for her lost fiancé, Lord Richard Li, had taken the news of her fate with a
calm resolution that bespoke her breeding, and she submitted herself to the tragic marriage that
must have cut short all her hopes. Lord Chen had never so admired his daughter as at that
moment.Chen had submitted to Roland’s demands, but he had no intention of remaining under
Roland’s thumb forever. Once Clan Chen was on its feet, it would have no need of Lord Roland,
Gareth Martinez, or any other member of their parvenu breed.It had taken longer than expected
for Lord Chen to free himself from Roland’s clutches. The agreement over the ships expired after
five years, leaving Chen with a profit, but Chen still needed to replace what was lost during the
war, and that required more borrowing. Only now, with strong profits in shipping and his other
enterprises, had Lord Chen been able to pay off the last of the loans.Lord Roland had been
surprised that he’d wanted to pay them off at all. He hadn’t been pressing for reimbursement.
And when Lord Chen had made the last repayment, Lord Roland had made a point of telling him
that if he ever ran short, he could call upon Martinez funds at any time.I will no longer be your
puppet, Lord Chen had thought. And Terza will no longer be your prize.“Yes,” Chen said. “We’ve
repaired all the damage done by the war. The economy is booming. And . . . we are no longer
under obligation to anybody.”Terza sipped her tea. “I’m very pleased,” she said.“To anybody,”
Chen repeated. “And of course—” Again he sought her hand. “You are no longer obliged to
anyone.”A slight frown crossed her perfect, serene brow. “Financially, you mean?”“In any way.”“I
have children. I imagine I’m obliged to them.”“Yes. That’s true.” Lord Chen began to sense that
his point was beginning to be lost in digression. He let go of Terza’s hand, reached for his
teacup, and tried to compose his thoughts. He decided to opt for confession.“I’ve always been
uneasy,” he said, “over the way your marriage was arranged.”There was a flicker of intensity in
Terza’s dark eyes, a flicker there and then gone, to be replaced by her usual tranquil gaze.“It was
war,” she said. “There was no time for the usual formalities.”“There is time now.”A crooked smile
quirked the corner of her mouth. “It’s a little late for a betrothal party, don’t you think?”“No,” said
Lord Chen. “No, it’s not.” He said the last word with, he thought, too much emphasis.Composing
himself, he said, “You should consider yourself free to choose the life you wish. You’re still young,
and we aren’t obliged to anyone, not any longer.”Terza said nothing, only frowned into her
teacup. Lord Chen decided to view this as encouragement, and he went on.“Gareth Martinez is
a worthy fellow,” he said. “Brilliant in his sphere, I’ll grant you that. But in your sphere—our sphere
—his limitations must be obvious.” He tugged at his collar and found it damp with sweat. “As
Lady Chen, you’ll have a brilliant future ahead of you. You’ll be a member of the Convocation,
you’ll be among the highest in the land. I can see you chairing one of the important committees,



or becoming governor of someplace important, like Seizho or even Zanshaa itself.”Lord Chen
raised his palms. “How can Gareth help you in any of this? And what can he do that is
meaningful while you are rising? He’d just be someone attached to you, with nothing to do. It
would drive him mad, an active man like that.”A look of deep concentration settled onto Terza’s
face. She spoke slowly, as if each word had taken a great deal of thought.“You wish me to
preserve my husband’s sanity . . . by divorcing him?”Chen sighed. “There are many more
suitable men in the High City—surely you realize that?”“He’s the father of my children. He’s the
father of my—of our—heir.”“You’re young,” Chen insisted. “You can have more children with
another man. A man with whom you could be an equal.”And who will provide you with another
heir, he thought. An heir with more suitable ancestors.Trumpets and kettledrums sounded in the
air. Lord Chen glanced in the direction of the Cosgrove Palace and snarled. Then he turned back
to Terza.“Our bloodlines are immaculate,” he said. “We go back almost to the beginning of
human history.”“You mean almost to the conquest of Earth.”Chen flapped an impatient hand.
“There was no history before that, just barbarian tribes slaughtering each other.” He leaned
toward his daughter. “Once there was a reason for your marriage to Gareth Martinez. I wish only
to say that the reason no longer exists, and you should be free to attach yourself to a man with
ancestry as illustrious as your own, and a future as brilliant as yours can be.”Terza placed her
cup in her saucer, and her saucer on the table. The look of concentration had faded, and her
face now bore its usual serenity. A smile touched her lips.“I’m perfectly happy in my marriage,
Father.”“But surely you can see—”“You say I should be free,” she said. “I am free, and I choose
freely. I choose Gareth.”Lord Chen felt his heart sink. “But, Terza,” he said, “you can do so much
better.”“I think I have done very well.” She removed the napkin from her lap. “If you’ll excuse me,”
she said, “I should go home. Gareth is highly favored in the Vandrith race, and it will be
broadcast live tonight, and the children are very excited. I should make sure they have their tea,
otherwise they’ll be too keyed up to eat.”“But, Terza . . .” It was all Lord Chen could do to keep
from wailing in despair. That accent! he thought. I’ll have to listen to that dreadful accent for the
rest of my life.“Thank you for your concern,” Terza said. “I know that you want the best for me, but
I assure you that the best has already happened.”She bent to kiss his cheek and drifted away, a
pale erect figure amid the lu-doi blossoms, the tranquility of her slow, measured walk immune to
the provocations of the brass band next door.Lord Chen leaned back in his chair and looked at
his cooling tea in its porcelain cup. He looked at the walls of the Chen Palace around him, and
he imagined their ancient halls sullied for centuries by Martinez accents, by Martinez brats. He
turned and signaled for Tarn-na, who was waiting in silence on the other side of the glass doors
that led to the pantry.“Another brandy,” he said. Loss and despair seemed to howl in his soul like
a cold north wind around the eaves of his palace.“This time,” he added, “you may as well bring
the bottle.”Chapter 2The gas giant Vandrith, with its bands of cinnabar and ochre, loomed close
on the overhead display, so vast it seemed just a little bit threatening. Some of its larger moons
appeared as crescents, and the rest were brilliant dots, brighter than anything in the starry
background.The people below, dressed in finery and standing at the glossy, exquisitely



appointed table, were slightly diminished by the grandeur over their heads.“My lords and ladies,”
said Lord Orghoder, as he raised a glass. “I give you the Vandrith Challenge Cup.”Orghoder,
thought Lord Gareth Martinez, had taken very good care with his diction and had avoided lisping
around his fangs. Martinez preferred not to know what was in Orghoder’s glass, though he knew
it would be served at the temperature of fresh blood. Because Torminel—squat, powerful, and
furred—were descended from solitary carnivores and still liked their meat raw.Martinez tried not
to shudder as he raised his glass and drank. White wine of some sort. No doubt it was of the
finest vintage, though it tasted to Martinez much like other white wine.“My lords and ladies,”
Orghoder said. “Please be seated.”There was a general shuffle as everyone—racing yacht
owners, pilots, race officials, relatives, friends—took their seats. Terrans, Torminel, Daimong,
and Cree were each at separate tables, arranged in a rectangle beneath the ghostly holographic
form of Vandrith. Lai-own, whose hollow bones couldn’t withstand high gravities, didn’t
participate in yacht racing, and Naxids—those who had survived the rebellion—refrained out of
discretion.The dinner was being held on the transport Seven Stars, which was the property of
the Seven Stars Yacht Club and carried its members’ racing yachts to competitions. For the last
fourteen days, Seven Stars had been flying toward Vandrith in the company of three other
transports belonging to the three other yacht clubs competing in the Vandrith Challenge race. Of
the four clubs, Seven Stars, the Ion Yacht Club, and the Apogee Club were venerable institutions
going back millennia, and with a membership drawn from the most exclusive families in the High
City. In fact, the Apogee was so exclusive that it accepted only descendants of previous
members whose genetics were verified by the Peers’ Gene Bank.The fourth club, Corona, was a
newcomer and had been entering races only for the past three years. Its membership was
composed exclusively of those who would have been blackballed from the High City clubs if they
had ever been so rash as to apply, and during the club’s brief existence the outsiders had made
a substantial impact. First, because they existed at all.And second, because they kept
winning.There were two barriers to anyone wishing to enter the world of yacht racing. The first
was money, and the second was birth. And the Corona Yacht Club didn’t much care about
either.That was the way Gareth Martinez had intended it when he founded the club. He had
plenty of money with his access to his family’s enormous wealth, and he was as unimpressed by
the lineage of the High City Peers as they were impressed with each other.Prior to the Naxid
War, piloting a small, agile Fleet pinnace had often served as an entry to the world of yacht
racing, and high-ranking Peers had competed for the few piloting slots available. The Fleet had
held regular regattas and gymkhanas and developed excellent racing pilots. But during the war,
casualties among pinnace pilots had reached something like 80 percent, and Peers for the most
part decided to let the honor pass to lesser mortals.Which was neither here nor there—the
desire to avoid dangerous duty was not the sole province of Peers—but it did mean that there
was a large well of expertly trained, experienced pinnace pilots who were either commoners or
lower-status Peers, and who could be recruited by Martinez for his racing team.The soup course
arrived—some sort of squash, with a splash of white foam—accompanied by a different white



wine that Martinez couldn’t tell from the first white wine.“This is absolutely splendid, don’t you
think?” said Lady Fitzpatrick. She sat on Martinez’s left; she was a large, hearty, white-haired
woman, and a steward of the Apogee Club. “There’s just the right touch of nutmeg—and it’s so
easy to overdo the nutmeg, don’t you think?”Martinez murmured agreement.“I wish we’d been
able to get Boutros for the Apogee kitchens,” she said. “But Orghoder snatched him up from
under our very noses.”The clubs competed in cuisine as well as in racing, and their chefs were
renowned. The trip from Zanshaa to Vandrith was one formal banquet after another, as each
yacht club entertained the others in turn, and the presentation of a bad dish could be perilous to
a club’s prestige.Martinez had known better than to trust his own taste in finding staff for
Corona’s kitchen, and so he’d relied on his sisters—the two who were still speaking to him—and
his wife, Terza. The results had been more than satisfactory, if the praise of the other clubs’
members was to be trusted.Martinez ate enough of the soup to reveal the club’s crest on the
bottom of the bowl, and then the bowl was swept away, replaced with a small platter that
featured three small ochoba beans ringed by a green sauce. Lady Fitzpatrick gave a sigh of
pleasure at the sight.They’re only beans, Martinez wanted to say.Lady Fitzpatrick had never, so
far as Martinez knew, piloted a racing yacht. The High City clubs were full of those who gained
entry because of celebrity, amusement value, talent in some other sphere, or because some
ancestor had won a race eight hundred years ago.Possibly one of the qualifications for
membership was proper appreciation of beans. Martinez couldn’t say.Martinez ate his beans
and waited for one of the waitrons to take his plate away.“Gareth, dear,” his sister Vipsania called
from across the table, to his right. Vipsania shared with Martinez the family genetic inheritance:
olive complexion, dark hair and eyes, and—he liked to think—a vast, subtle, and flexible
intelligence. Vipsania, though, had managed to polish away her native Laredo accent, and
Martinez hadn’t, which made her considerably more acceptable in this company than
he.Vipsania wasn’t a racing captain but had been accepted into the club because Martinez was
too frightened of her to keep her out.“Yes?” Martinez said.“I was talking to Lieutenant Lam here.”
Lam was a fresh-faced young man whose jacket bore the badge of the Ion Club. “He’s on Fleet
Commander Pezzini’s staff, and he says that the official Fleet history of the war is about to be
released.”Martinez raised an eyebrow. “Am I in it?”Lam looked a little uneasy. Martinez’s part in
the war was the subject of controversy, and he suspected that both Fleet Commander Pezzini
and Supreme Commander Tork would write him out of the history if they possibly could.The
lieutenant made an effort to be tactful. “Your exploits on the Corona are mentioned, my lord, as is
your part in the battle at Hone-bar.”“Second Magaria? Naxas?”“Well . . .” Lam flushed. “You
served under other officers at those battles, my lord.”Martinez smiled thinly. “So I did.”“Since the
war is now under review,” Vipsania said, “perhaps it’s time to release our own documentary on
the Empire stations.”“Ah.” Martinez considered this. “Perhaps you’re right.”One of Vipsania’s
achievements was her marriage to Lord Oda Yoshitoshi, the nephew and presumed heir of Lord
Yoshitoshi. Clan Yoshitoshi owned a majority of Empire Broadcasting, seven channels viewed by
the populations of eighty-odd planetary systems, and the family was content to let Vipsania run



it. They thought being a media titan was an eccentric hobby for her, but they were willing to
indulge her. That she’d increased profits every year since she’d taken over helped her case.It
was no surprise, then, that Empire’s two sports channels were being very thorough in their
coverage of yacht racing, and they emphasized the challenge that the upstart Coronas were
mounting to the established clubs. In fact, Empire reporters and cameramen were a constant
presence on this trip, interviewing, analyzing, and reporting every possible variation and every
possible outcome.Nothing like blatant favoritism, Martinez thought, to boost one’s public
profile.Or to contradict a biased official history.But, he thought, Vipsania was mentioning this
possible documentary in public, in front of a member of Pezzini’s staff. Which meant she wanted
Pezzini to know that Martinez’s sister was prepared to release her very own version of the war,
particularly if the official history slighted a member of her family in any way.After all, if you were
an average citizen of the empire, would you rather read a dry official history, or watch a video
documentary filled with action, heroes, villains, and a guaranteed happy ending, where peace
and order were restored? With an emphasis, perhaps, on the handsome, brilliant, lantern-jawed
young officer who had turned the tide?And what could Tork, Pezzini, and the Fleet Control Board
do about it? They ran the Fleet, not the Office of the Censor, and Vipsania was intelligent
enough not to run afoul of the latter.He supposed that the Fleet could forbid any of its officers
from cooperating with the project, but that would merely give Vipsania more freedom to
speculate—or simply to invent the stories she liked.Indeed, Lieutenant Lam’s face was already
showing a degree of alarm at the knowledge of Vipsania’s project. Martinez would be very
interested to view the contents of Lam’s next transmission to his superior, but it wasn’t too hard
to guess.Martinez raised his glass to Vipsania. “I’ll be happy to cooperate, of course.”She raised
her glass in reply. Lieutenant Lam smiled weakly.Martinez looked down and saw that his beans
had been replaced by the paw of a sweet trynti, a fruit-eating nocturnal marsupial, adorable but
edible, native to Zanshaa’s southern hemisphere. Trying not to think of the big-eyed plush trynti
doll that slept with his daughter every night, he employed his knife and fork to remove the claws
and ate the paw whole. Whatever fruit had sustained the trynti during its brief lifetime had given
the flesh a distinct sweetish flavor, familiar but somehow elusive.“Figs,” Lady Fitzpatrick said,
sighing with rapture. “The trynti’s been fed exclusively on figs.”“Quite,” said Martinez.“My lord
captain.” Martinez looked at the speaker, on his far left, whom he recognized as Lord Jeremy
Foote. Foote was a tall, imposing blond specimen, with a distinctive cowlick on the right side of
his head, and had been an annoying presence in Martinez’s life for years. The most annoying
thing about him was that he was a very good racing pilot, the best the Apogee Club had.“I
wonder, Captain Martinez,” Foote went on, in his insufferable aristocratic drawl. “I wonder if the
sight of Vandrith is a cause of nostalgia for you?”Martinez didn’t understand the question and
had the sense that Foote was luring him into some kind of trap.“No,” he said. “Why would it
be?”“Because it was the occasion of your first step upon the public stage.” Foote turned to Lady
Fitzpatrick. “Lord Captain Martinez commanded the attempted rescue of Ehrler Blitsharts, you
know.”“Ah yes.” Lady Fitzpatrick nodded. “A terrible tragedy. I knew Lord Ehrler well.” She shook



her head. “His poor dog.”Ehrler Blitsharts had been one of the most celebrated pilots of his day,
always accompanied in races by his loyal dog, Orange, who was at least as popular as he was.
During the Vandrith Challenge seven years ago, his yacht had inexplicably accelerated into the
void on a day when Martinez happened to be on duty.“I supervised the rescue from the
Commandery,” Martinez clarified. “I was on Fleet Commander Enderby’s staff at the time.”“Yes,”
Foote said. “It was of course Lady Sula who performed the actual rescue. Blitsharts and the dog
were dead, naturally, but that was hardly Lady Sula’s fault.”Martinez tried to keep his face
impassive. He hardly wanted to think of Caroline Sula at this moment, in this company.“I knew
her parents,” said Lady Fitzpatrick. “Quite lovely people, the handsomest couple imaginable. I
was so surprised when they were arrested and executed in that dreadful way.”“I served with Lady
Sula briefly during the war,” Foote said. “A very sharp intelligence, and of course the most
beautiful young woman I’d ever seen. Such a presence!” He smiled at the memory. “But rather a
prickly personality—I wished to know her better, but she kept me at arm’s length.”“Shows her
good taste,” Martinez said, and plastered a completely false smile on his face as an indication to
bystanders that he didn’t mean it.Foote nodded in easy agreement. “Captain Martinez had better
luck, I believe.” He turned to Lady Fitzpatrick and took a deliberate taste of wine. “During the war
I had the duty of censoring the correspondence that Lady Sula had with Lord Captain Martinez—
and such a passionate correspondence it was! Such fervor! A true meeting of minds.”Lady
Fitzpatrick gave Martinez a sidelong glance. “Indeed,” she murmured.“But then of course the
Chen heir lost her fiancé at First Magaria, and Captain Martinez maneuvered to secure the prize
like the bold captain he is,” Foote said. He turned to Martinez. “Do you hear much from Lady Sula
these days?”The moment awkward, Martinez thought quickly. Foote had made him look like a
complete unprincipled mercenary, deserting Sula for a richer, better connected heiress. As if
Sula hadn’t walked out on him. As if she hadn’t—well, he couldn’t discuss that here, not without
seeming a complete cad.“You forget that Lady Sula and I served together,” Martinez said. “At
Second Magaria, and Naxas.”“But separate squadrons, though, eh?”Not really, he wanted to say.
Because though she commanded a light squadron and he served as tactical officer aboard
another vessel, they had fought brilliantly together, their ships moving as if they were parts of a
single organism. As if they were in telepathic contact. As if they were in some kind of mystical
union.Martinez feigned confusion. “I’m not quite sure what you mean,” he said. “We’re both
captains—we can hardly serve on the same ship. Our appointments were ‘as the service
requires,’ as we say.”“Quite,” said Foote. He leaned back, content to have blackguarded Martinez
in front of this select company. “And speaking of captains,” he added, “I’ve just been promoted to
that august rank myself.”Martinez murmured congratulations. Foote was among the exclusive
breed of aristocratic officers whose career path had been determined long before they entered
the academy, each promotion and posting arranged by relatives, friends, and clients in the
service. The family had planned for him to ascend to fleet commander as soon as decency and
Fleet regulations permitted.But war had interrupted what should have been Foote’s smooth rise.
The uncle who had taken Foote on as a sublieutenant had been killed at First Magaria, and



various other patrons were killed, captured, or shifted away from posts where they could help
him.“I’m getting a command as well,” Foote said. “They’re giving me Vigilance, rebuilding at
Comador, and attached to Light Squadron Eight.”Vigilance was a light cruiser, Martinez knew.
Foote, as a junior captain, would outrank the lieutenant-captains on the frigates that made up
the rest of the squadron. Which meant that Foote would be a squadron commander, for all that
he didn’t yet have the rank.Apparently Foote’s inevitable rise to high command was back on
track. Jealousy clawed at Martinez with adamantine talons.“Congratulations, my lord,” he
managed.“Thank you, Lord Captain!” Foote said cheerfully.And then somebody down the table,
one of Foote’s many toadies undoubtedly, began to sing the “Congratulations” round from “Lord
Fizz Takes a Holiday,” and everyone had to join in. Foote just sat back and beamed, accepting
the commendation as if it was entirely his due—which, according to law and custom, it certainly
was.Soak it up, Foote. Because winning the Challenge Cup won’t be so easy for you, Martinez
thought. Tomorrow, I’m going to fry the nose off your boat.As the song died away Martinez felt a
soft touch on his shoulder, and he turned to discover a tall Daimong looming over him, and
behind him Lord Orghoder.“Lord Captain,” said Orghoder. “May we speak to you privately for a
moment?”“I’m at your service.”The conversation took place in a small salon off the banquet
room, paneled and carpeted and made comfortable by aesa-leather furniture. There was a
heavy smell of tobacco in the room, and cigar cutters, matches, and a hookah waited on a table,
above which were placed the blazoned private humidors of the club’s members. The Daimong
commandeered the wall display and brought up an image of a yacht blasting past a satellite, the
latter a blazing beacon in the reflected light of the yacht’s streaming plasma tail.Martinez had
been trying to remember the Daimong’s name. Like all Daimong she was tall and cadaverous,
hairless and with a fixed, round-eyed expression that a human might read equally as horror,
surprise, or fury. Ichtha, Martinez thought. Lady Ichtha . . . Something. He knew she was one of
the stewards of the Ion Club.“I regret to say that the Apogee Club has filed a protest about the
Crucible race,” Lady Ichtha said. Like all Daimong, her voice was sonorous, like chiming
bells.“The Crucible race was two months ago,” Martinez pointed out.“Unfortunately, the Apogee
is within their rights,” Orghoder said. “The protest involves your Captain Kelly, and the Apogee
maintains they have only now discovered the violation.”“The Apogee Club has nothing better to
do than to obsessively examine recordings of past races?”“I’m sure you have been viewing past
races yourself, Lord Captain,” said Orghoder. “We all study our opponents’ tactics, do we
not?”Which was true, so Martinez turned to the display. “What does Apogee claim to have
discovered?”
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Barry Melius, “The rich boy next door and the dragon lady join forces to win another war but will
they get back together>once more with feeling. Gareth Martinez had a great war but he was
bored and drinking way too much. Although he was from a extremely wealthy family he turned
out to be a nice guy, taking care of the people around him and (usually) doing the right thing. His
family strong armed him to accept a bought and paid for wife as part of a prearranged political
marriage but eventually he realized how lucky he was-she loved him and bore him a son that he
adored and he did his best to reciprocate. Still, once in a while he thinks of his brief affair with
Lady Sula during the war when passion ruled them like no other time in their lives.Captain,the
Lady Sula was a piece of work. A blonde haired, blue eyed beauty who was also an imposter,
she had encouraged the real Lady Sula to overdose on drugs, disposed of the body and
assumed her identity. She joined the military where she and Martinez met up. During the war
they were at the top of a short list of daring and innovative commanders who scored major
successes and saved the day. In combat they were a brilliant and deadly team, outside of that
their relationship was rocky to say the least.She also seemed bored by peace and thinks back to
the days when she won space battles and when on the ground liberated a entire planet by
organizing a underground that had few compunctions when it came to winning (she is a
sociopath, remember, although she does seem to be softening up a little, there may be hope for
the future). She is still pissed at Martinez for seemingly throwing her over for a rich, cultured,
highly born and beautiful woman.The novel is set in Earth's far future where it is part of a galaxy
spanning, multi species empire rotting from the inside and vulnerable to a shock that will further
its disintegration. The Accidental War sets the stage for the arrival of that shock and may just be
the cure for their boredom. Obviously the first in what appears to be a multi-part series, do not
expect resolution but instead settle for what Walter Jon Williams delivers so well and that is a
detailed set up and world building for what appears to be a very promising series. Warning:This
book spends far more time on the behind the scenes political maneuvering and financial
manipulations involved in the struggle to get and maintain power than on space and ground
combat. The next entry in the series may remedy that (or not, Williams is 16 years older than
when he started the Praxis/Dread Empire universe and may have grown out of being interested
in massive space battles). Either way Williams is a experienced and skilled writer and delivers
fully fleshed, sympathetic characters in a rich and believable world. This is my personal favorite
of the Dread Empire/Praxis books. For readers who haven't read any of the five other Dread
Empire/Praxis novels this, the first book of a new series, is a good entry point.”

Mary Holland, “Caroline Sula's back!. This is the fourth novel in the Praxis series and I
recommend new readers start at the beginning, because this is a complicated space-opera, lots
of characters, lots of alien races, and detailed world building. The whole series is excellent and I
re-read it for the character of Caroline Sula who is an imposter, a murderer, an undercover



resistance fighter, and the captain of a space ship. In her spare time she collects china vases.
She's also a gorgeous blonde with green eyes but the rest of her is so sneaky I forgive
her.There's a lot of humor in this series, starting with the empire-building Shaa, whose motto
"Everything important is known" seems to mean they program in BASIC and love bureaucracy.
Now they are finally dead and innovation and war have returned to the known universe.The
Accidental War picks up seven years after the Naxid Rebellion, and without the crushing hand of
the Shaa genocide is back on the menu. Not to mention economic and political collapse. And
space battles and starship explosions, although in this volume the financial machinations take
up more room. Williams obviously paid attention during the banking crisis.I admit the character
Gareth Martinez is not my favorite, the social-climbing git, and I hope Caroline Sula doesn't end
up with him because she deserves better.Another reviewer has made disparaging remarks
about Lord Tork. Okay, he's a bit authoritarian, he hates innovation, and his flesh is rotting off.
Really, what's not to like? I'm sure in his private life he's a total sweetie.Start with The Praxis.
Read them all. One of the best space operas going.”

B. Moret, “Keeps getting better. The first three volumes were excellent, but volumes 1 and 3 were
focused on interstellar war, which, while exciting as you read it, has little staying power -- volume
2 was more personal and interesting. The novellas published after that gave a hint of what
Williams could do in a more varied setting (not that we did not already know that from his
previous novels), again split between Lady Sula's adventures and those of Clan Martinez.Now
we get everyone back on stage for Accidental War, and while it falls perfectly in line with the first
three novels and the two novellas, it surpasses them all, at least for the reader who has already
devoured these earlier books ;-)The unexpected reappearance of Lady Sula's (well, Earthgirl's)
erstwhile gangster/boyfriend as a mature operator is beautifully put to use; the hereditary
aristocracy's (and the brash entrepreneur's) many failures of character are a delight to read
about in these troubled times; and the story line builds powerfully, united across all characters
rather than divided into concurrent lines as in the previous volumes. This volume ends with
bravura and leaves us waiting impatiently for the next.”

TLR, “They are back!! Brilliant!. The first three books from the Praxis trilogy are outstanding; epic
space battles and hardened land rebellion! Strong and powerful lead characters are written to
be believable and have you rooting for them.This forth book, picks up a few yers after the original
trilogy, and is of the same high quality writing. If your looking for GREAT sci fi and books you will
read over and over I cannot recommend these books highly enough.”

Paddy, “Like most good SF, A comment on our times.. The rich thinking their wealth is a right. A
callous indifference to the suffering of "others". Incompetence at the top, failing when
stressed...All told with engaging personalities. And a lead, kick-ass, female!”



Cat Girczyc, “Enjoyable Story. Good solid intelligent space military story. A little slow starting but
got me involved and interested. Cool worldbuilding and I liked the main characters.”

The book by Walter Jon Williams has a rating of 5 out of 4.2. 296 people have provided
feedback.
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